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School 17 SBPT Minutes
Minutes from monthly School Based Planning Team meetings. 

Date *

12 06 2021

Facilitator *

Bill Cronmiller

Minutes *

Eleanor Coonce



Roberto Chavez

Nancy Coddington

Eleanor Coonce

Bill Cronmiller

Derek Kelly

Katherine Prest

Tanya Homer

Terry Hayes

Ana Morales

Marissa Demario

Yajaira Nguyen

Yes

No

Other:

Present *

Previous Minutes Approved? *



Yes

No

Other:

Restorative Justice PD (through RocRestorative).  Will most likely be PAID PD, although this is yet to be 
finalized.  There is some confusion on the part of staff on whether or not this is open to ALL grades or just 
for those with redlining curriculum. It should be open to ALL grades. This needs to be clearly 
communicated.  
Still have budget for other PD's if anyone has interest. 

Melissa Gonzales and Katie Prest are both out on maternity leave.   
Possible sub in the works for Melissa Gonzales and/or building sub and/or ESOL.   
K. Prest is being covered by S. Agostanelli who is only doing evaluations and intakes.   
We have hired a new Music Teacher (S. Fellenz)- she will be starting January 18th. 

Agenda Approved? *

PD Approvals *

Staff Updates *



Between the Language Acquisition Assessment (LASS) and the iReady, teachers are feeling this is 
exorbitant. Problems that we are noticing:  
1. This is taking significant time away from instruction.  
2. Having "Never ELLs" take LASS assessment does not seem valid or helpful.  
3. Students are losing intervention staff and mandated services because their support is busy giving exams.  
4. Timeline means that there are major disruptions in learning through January.   
5. There WILL be students who cannot be tested. What are the repercussions?  

Walkthroughs are focused on learning environment (through December) - student work, silent teachers, etc. 
etc.  

Vives and Zacherl are now doing intervention instead of team meetings which has increased significantly 
the time that students get support. 

Nefer's official start as Parent Liason is in mid-december. We would like Nefer to come to the to the next 
SBPT meeting to give us an overview of where we are going with parent engagement this year.  Hoping to be 
holding elections for Parent Teacher Organization

Yajaira met with Meeker from CCSI for Community Engagement Team.  
1. Attendance is a big concern.  We are planning to increase this through parent engagement. 
2. Family events: Planning on connecting with community partners for family nights virtually and in-person 
(healthy habits night, yoga, etc. etc.) 
3. Put the word out! Social media outreach.  

Idea going forward- can we get virtual tutors for students? 2 options- either during ELT time (tues/thurs) as 
a 'club' OR on (Monday/Wednesday/Friday) as a take-home support. 

N/A

ILT Updates *

Parent Engagement

Community Support/Student Engagement *

Hot Topics/Current Issues *



Invite Nefer (Cronmiller will be inviting)  
Follow-up about staffing (Gonzales' sub ASAP as she provides mandated services)

This form was created inside of Rochester City School District.

Follow up Topics for Next Meeting *
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